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Beautifully crafted to complement any sophisticated superyacht, this 10.5m
Venetian limousine is the latest tender offering from US shipyard Hodgdon Yachts.
Words by Sarah Walker
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esigned by Michael
Peters Yacht Design,
the tender showcases
the very latest in technology and
craftsmanship and is an undeniably
stylish way to transport you and
your guests from yacht to shore.
From its dramatic exterior paint
scheme and sleek sculpture to its
luxurious leather and wood interior,
the boat is effortlessly chic.
Accommodating up to 11 guests,
with two larger VIP seats for the
owners, the interior can be
customised with a choice of seating
styles and fine leather upholstery, as
well as joinery, hardware, and
lighting. The climate-controlled cabin
boasts a refrigerator and high-

definition entertainment system,
offering guests a relaxing and
comfortable transfer.
The entire salon hardtop rises
hydraulically to provide full-height
headroom for both ease of boarding
and 360° visibility. The windows
also fold out electronically to give
access via port and starboard.
Made from custom-fabricated
stainless steel and featuring a
flared bow, curved transom, and
the Hodgdon signature flush-fit
anchor locker, every detail of this
superb boat has been meticulously
designed for both form and
function. Its mechanical, electrical,
and safety systems are second to

none, resulting in a tender with a
construction of unmatched quality.
With sports-car handling, the
boat can achieve a top speed of
36 knots, and in excess of 30 knots
even when fully loaded.
The 10.5m Venetian is the 10th
tender from Hodgdon, the world’s
oldest continuously operated
shipyard, now in its 200th year.
President Timothy Hodgdon says:
“As a superyacht builder ourselves,
Hodgdon is uniquely positioned to
bring superyacht standards to the
tender world. Our commitment is not
only to deliver these expected levels
of innovation and quality, but to also
support our tenders with the strength
of a dedicated shipyard.” Hodgdon’s
Venetian series of custom tenders
range from 8.5m to 12m. POA
hodgdonyachts.com
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